
Highly Intelligent Being 

Before reading the story, follow these instructions. You will be writing in three different 
names on these lines. Fill in all names before reading the story! 

4th Grader’s Name           Mom/dad (whoever is with you today)            Made up name 
 

“__________________ is an amazingly smart child,” says the fourth grade teacher at 

school. Of course                             always knew that about their wonderful, adorable, 

highly intelligent child.                           was always telling all the other parents that God 

had really given them something special in this child. How special, though, no one really 

knew – until that day. 

 

That was the day when it snowed so had that you couldn’t see the street, and                    

d                          could hardly get the front door of the house open. “I heard it on the 

radio!” __________________ hollered. “School’s been cancelled! They can’t find the 

school buses under all that snow!” 

 

It was a happy day in __________________’s house, for everyone likes a day off of school 

in the middle of winter. Before long, however, __________________ was complaining, 

“There’s nothing to do!” They had already tried to go out and sled. It was no use. The 

snow was so deep they had to get                                to pull __________________ out from 

under a drift the size of Lake Tschida.   

 

Stuck inside, they were bor-r-r-r-r-red! “How about making something out of the stuff in 

the recycling box?” asked                                 . And __________________ did just that. In 

fact, __________________  didn’t just build a tower or a pull-car or a doll-bed out of the 

recycling like other ordinary children would do. No. Using tin cans, coat hangers, an old 

radio, and batteries from a flashlight, ____________  made a robot. And _______________  

name the robot                             . 

 

                            was such a radical robot that it could move and walk and talk. It could 

help                           clean up the house. It could even think!  



Then, one day,                          began to act really strange. When ___________  asked it to 

come here, it went away. When                          asked it to put away the dishes, it threw 

them on the floor instead.                           had its own ideas and no longer listened to its 

creator. So                           went about destroying everything! 

 

_______________  tried to fix the robot so it would obey, but                               just made a 

bigger and bigger mess of things. Finally,                              said                                 would 

have to be sentenced to death in the garbage pile – condemned! ______________ 

couldn’t stand to see that happen to                               .  

 

__________________  promised to stay with                             all the time and to help                             

if it got into trouble.                                 argued that this would be a waste of 

__________________ ’s life.  

 

But ______________ , being a wonderful, adorable, and highly intelligent child, 

remembered what s/he had learned and church and said to                      , “I learned at 

church that at great cost, Jesus saved me, someone who would be condemned just 

like                                   . God sent Jesus to us when we were sentenced to death, and it 

cost Jesus his life to save us, but Jesus gave it willingly. He still walks with us, to forgive us 

when our ideas turn out to be choices that make a mess out of life.  

So, maybe we can try a little harder to save                               even though they might 

deserve this punishment.” Happily,                          agreed. 

 

Later that night, _______________  overheard                              talking on the phone. “It’s 

just like I said. Uh Huh. Yes. A lost and condemned sinner. Yes. That’s what 

_______________  said. And, _______________  also said that though it cost Jesus 

everything, Jesus doesn’t give up on us. Yes, I know. I’m glad _______________  knows 

Jesus, too. Have you ever heard of a child so wonderful, so adorable, and so highly 

intelligent as my darling _________________ !” 


